TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
indifference of a desert island ? If I were collecting those eight
pictures for my own home in London or die country, I should
long ago have hung on the wall Watteau's famous "Luidifferent"
of the Louvre . . . That insolent, indolent youth in blue satin,
caring only for himself, and that not even passionately. I have
just called him a youth, but there is hardly any youth in his jaded
young sophistication that finds nothing in the Versailles day worth
doing; the very swing of his cloak on his outstretched arm
betrays the emptiness of existence, for the arm is stretched out
towards nothing and because of nothing. If one happened to be
leading a life informed with vitality and meaning, "Llndifferent"
would be the perfect picture; but I think I can safely reject
it for the island. The soul of "L'lndifferent" was a desert
island.
Instead, I will have Vincent's Chair, by Van Gogh. Nicholson
once painted a picture which he called "The Hundred Jugs", but
no multiplication into a hundred chairs, designed to give an illusion
of dinner-parties and civilized Indoors and the finite comfort of
Mr, Drage, could ever inspire such reassurance as that one chair,
sturdy, short in the leg, rush-seated, plain and truthful. It is the
essence of chair; created neither for beauty nor decoration, but
because man works hard and is tired after his work. "Truthful"
may sound affected in relation to" chair, but I believe that a picture
has no power to reassure unless the truth be in it first. A picture
.can be true without being reassuring, but it cannot possibly be
reassuring unless it be true and unsentimental.
A Van Gogh cornfield, preferably a golden one, would be a
too unbearable reminder of Provence if hung from a coconut
palm. On the other hand, though I love his blazing patches of
garden near Aries, I cannot quite divide them from their association,
which G. F. Watts would have called "Life Triumphant Over
Insanity". For many years Van Gogh headed my personal
preference list in the French Impressionist school—setting Gauguin
away from the rest, in a place of strangeness that had Utde to do
with preference. Then a distinguished art dealer, a man who
xeally knew his onions (how and where did this marvellous idiom
originate ?) told me that I must wake up and learn by instruction
if I could not feel by instinct, that Renoir was far and away the
greatest painter of them all (and lo! Ben Abou's name led all the
rest!). So under Duncan Macdonald's guidance, I did learn to ap-
preciate Renoir as I should. Especially the picture of a naked girl
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